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CORRECTION
I N "Cybersaints: Mormon Settlementson
the electronic Frontiern (SUNSTONE, Sept.
19941, a quote was erroneously attributed to
me that gave many the impression that I was
a homosexual. This quote also, in my opinion, consisted of attacking the Brethren. The
quote especially attacked their recent position
of asking the members of the Church to become involved in resisting political movements that would treat homosexual
relationships as being equivalent to marriage
relationships. I state unequivocally that I fully
sustain the Brethren and know them to be
prophets, seers, and revelators. I have always
tried my best to be obedient to their directives
as they act in their stewardshipsas directed by
the Lord. I likewise am not a homosexual. I
consider homosexual activities to be great
immoral practices. I feel that homosexualityis
clearly condemned by both the scriptures and
the Lord's living prophets. It is unfathomable
to me how some people could convince
themselves that this activity has the approval
of the Lord. While it may true that some
people have homosexual desires that they
find beyond their ability to control, this does
not justify acting on those desires. Each of us
has the duty to bind ourselves to act in obedience to the Lord. We are to deny ourselves of
all ungodliness until we have achieved the
stature that our Lord has. That goes for me
and also for every homosexual, regardless of
the straits they find themselves in.
Unfortunately the misattributed quote
has caused some difficulties for me as people
have taken the words as actually coming
from me. I feel quite strongly that all publishers have a responsibility to check the facts
regarding what they publish. For direct attributed quotes this responsibility holds doubly true. While erroneous footnotes make it
difficult to check the accuracy of an article, a
misattributed quote can directly affect people's lives. When the quote deals with subjects that many Mormons consider verging
on apostasy, the importance of accuracy increases even more. I hope that incidents like
this can be avoided in the future and that this
journal will take steps to improve the accuracy of their editing.
Finally I once again reiterate my support
for the Lord's apostles. I would never even
consider criticizing them. The time I spent
on the Internet was often spent defending the
Brethren and the clear statements of the

scriptures regarding the gospel. I quite
frankly took the opportunity of being on the
net to do missionary work. I was recently
told that I was successful in this regard.
Hopefully I have also affected some members
of the church who have started to stray from
the gospel or who start to treat speculation as
fact. I do not know if I have. I do know that
anyone who reads what I have actually written on the net can immediately see that I have
a strong testimony of the gospel and that I
would never attack the doctrines of the
Church, especially in regards to the Law of
Chastity. I hope that this letter clears up any
misunderstanding that have resulted -from
the unfortunate actions of last month.
CIARKGOBLE
Provo
Editors' note:
To discover where the aforementioned error occurred, we sorted through our files and
found that in Mr. Goble's computer posting
he quoted at length excerpts from a previous
Internet conversation with Dwight Cook before typing his response. Unfortunately, one
of our editors was unfamiliar with this standard practice and, thinking the quote was Mr.
Goble's, incorrectly attributed it to him. The
same unfortunate misunderstanding occurred when a passage was selected under
Dwight Cook's Internet logon; it was actually
a quote from a Clark Goble posting.
We apologize for this serious error and
regret the misunderstanding and embarrassment that has come to Clark Goble.

TEACHING TRUTH
JIM PHILLIPS'S letter (What of the Children!" SUNSTONE,Dec. 1993) about David
Wright's article on the Book of Mormon ("Historical Criticism: A Necessary Element in the
Search for Religious Truth," SUNSTONE. Sept.
1992) says Wright "fails to answer the hardest
question we face as members of the U)S
church: What do we tell our children about
the authorship of the Book of Mormon?"
First, it was neither Wright's purpose nor hi
obligation to address this question. Second, I
hope Phillips would do what any wise father
would do-teach his children that truth is a
product of both faith and reason and that they
should try, in the words of Lowell Bennion, to
" a n y water on both shoulders." I also hope
Phillips would teach his children that on most
questions, including those on the Book of
Mormon, all the truth is not in; and that the
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truth parents hold is itself incomplete and
tentative, except on those matters for which
there is spiritual or rational certainty, and
even there wise parents will teach their children the processes by which they might seek
and find truth themselves.
When Phillips asks, "Don't we parents
have the obligation to tell our children the
truth?" he suggests that we are the final arbiters of what is true. Our greatest obligation is
to teach our children the ways (spiritual,
empirical, rational, emotional) by which they
may approach truth, to be humble in the
presence of their parents' and their own ignorance, and to be open and tolerant.
Galileo, Darwin, and Luther are certainly
individuals who sought truth and found
some, but each concluded certain things that
present science would contradict. Phillips
needs to teach his children that there have
also been men and women whose fierce and
unbending dedication to the truth, as they
perceived it, wrought temble destruction.
What is truth? It has always fascinated me
that when asked this by Pilate, Jesus refused
to answer. Why? Perhaps, like his earlier
response toJob's desire to know the meaning
of suffering, he knew that no answer would
have sufficed. Or perhaps he knew that generations would quarrel over the meaning of
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his answer as they have over everything else
he said. What might he have said had he
answered? Perhaps, "Tiuth is the Kingdom of
God, and the Kingdom of God is within
you," or "Truth is the daughter of time-wait
on me and be patient," or "Be true to yourself,
be honest with yourself, love God and others
and the truth will take care of itself."
Phillips might be open to listening to and
learning from his children as well as teaching
them. They may have something to teach
him about truth, including the truth of the
Book of Mormon. Wright and others raise
honest and legitimate questions, some of
which I cannot answer at present. I have
been reading and teaching the Book of Mormon for nearly forty years. Most recently, I
have been using the Book of Momon to
teach people in Eastern Europe about the
restored gospel. It seems as inspired a book
to me today as it did fifty years ago when I
first read it. Many of those who read it rejoice
in its messages of love and hope, are inspired
by its narratives, and find their lives transformed by the words of Christ and the
prophets they read there.
Phillips closes by saying, "Each [Galileo,
Darwin, Luther] followed his conscience and
spoke against established dogma-and
sometimes paid dearly for it. Is this not ex-

actly what Jesus himself did?"Yes, but he also
asked people to believe in things that on the
surface did not seem believable, to have faith
in that which is unseen, to suspend judgment about the truth, and most of all, to have
charity He also said, "Ye shall know the truth
and the truth shall make you free." (John
8:32). I believe it is significant that he used
the future tense. No one of us knows all the
truth, and no one of us is completely free.
Until we do and until we are, we need to have
charity for one another.
Rosnn A. REES
Kaunas, Lithuania

NO MONOPOLY

D.

MICHAEL QUINN'S Snow College
address, "Dilemmas of Feminists and Intellectuals in the Contemporary LDS Church"
(SUNSTONE,June 1994), should not be permitted to leave the impression that deplorable suppression of public debate takes place
only in the LDS church. Alas, irrational response to the challenge of reason forms the
natural condition of public discourse.
Each party to a debate presents its best
arguments. Then, if people resort to suppression, boycott, personal attacks, heresy trials,
witch hunts, cheap shots, and other brutal
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forms of debate, it is because that is all they
can do; they lose the argument up front. In
my own experience in the organized Jewish
community and in the community of scholarship on Judaism, I have enjoyed the grudging, perverse confirmation of my views that
has come from ostracism and character assassination. A few instances will show how in
the supposedly liberal community of Judaism precisely the same actions attest to exactly the same quality of mind: (1) A major
address of mine for the Israel Historical Society was canceled when the hosts, having
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requested my text in advance ("for translation into Hebrew," a.k.a. advance censorship), learned I was going to explain why
every article their journal Zion has published
for fifty years in the field of "Talmudic history" was gullible, uncritical, and historically
worthless by reason of misuse of evidence.
(2) When I came to serve as Buber Professor
in the protestant theological faculty of the
University of Frankfurt, the head of the Judaic Studies Seminar instructed the students
not to attend my lectures or seminars; not a
single Judaic studies specialist at the univer-

sity did. (3) When I lectured in Jerusalem, no
professor at Hebrew University wished to
hear what I might have to say (4) The same
thing happened at the Jewish Theological
Seminary of America. Books are not read and
reviewed, they are ostentatiously ignored.
Articles are not printed and criticized, they
are just not printed. People do not attend
lectures from the other side, they tell everyone not to go, on pain of excommunication.
All this adds up to nothing. No one is
persuaded by ostentatious "ignoring." Footnotes in the text of reasoned confrontation
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with questions of learning and truth, these
Well, surprise, surprise, whose do?
sad examples of the failure of rational disTeenage angst is tolerable because it is the
course prove only that people with nothing province of teenagers. Unfortunately, some
to say for themselves prefer not to engage. remain the perpetual children of some parBut they then pay the heavy cost of falling ent, abstract or real, from whom their only
away from their vocation, which was, when means of declaring independence is delinthey started, the rigorous pursuit of scholar- quency, for which they refuse to take responship (for professors), or the quest for godly sibility-"Don't blame me, it's the Church's
knowledge (for Quinn's adversaries).
(or my bishop's or Boyd K. Packer's) fault."
JACOB
NEUSNER With education, adults become ingeniously
Canterbury Visiting Fellow capable of convincing themselves and others
University of South Florida, Tampa that, indeed, nothing is their fault. The
dystopia of victimhood was invented by
LINE DANCING
Ph.D.s. Consider Quinn's definition of an
intellectual: "someone who likes exploring
ENJOYED Michael Quinn's talk on ideas for their own sake." This is a good
feminists and intellectuals, but I'm not sure excuse for the bulemic, too: No one becomes
about his confession of faith: "I regard Joseph
obese simply because "they like to eat"; and
Smith as a prophet in the same way that LDS intellectuals don't get excommunicated
for exploring "ideas for their own sake."
Moses was. To me, the gold plates of the
Book of Mormon were as literal as the stone
In the parlance of psychobabble, self-detables of the Ten Commandments. I regard structive social behavior is a problem of
the Book of Mormon as literal in its history "boundaries": not knowing how far to go.
and doctrine as is the Bible."
Many Mormon intellectuals seem clueless
I realize how carefully phrased this con- about the boundaries of their society. They
fession is, and my feelings are mixed. Since I know what everybody else's boundaries
have doubts as to how Quinn regards the should be-the Church should do this, the
stone tables of the Law or the biblical historical record, this confession could rightly be
considered deceptive. But then, it could be
the missionary building-on-common-beliefs
technique, and emphasizing common
ground is exactly what Quinn attempts.
On one hand, I understand the Brethren's
concern over naturalist ideas expressed in
religious language-the philosophies of men
mingled with scripture, etc. In such works as
the Jerusalem Bible (and many SUNSTONE
articles), belief has degenerated into semantic games. On the other hand, I, too, am a
somewhat "liberal" believer, willing to challenge my faith so long as I still accept general
confessions such as 'Jesus Christ is the Savior" or "Joseph Smith was a prophet," however I may interpret those confessions. I can
hardly criticize ~ u i n nfor doing the same.
It's a matter of degree. Somewhere there's
a line that Quinn has crossed or is riding, that
many feel I have crossed or am riding, and
that must probably be determined through
the Spirit on a strictly individual basis.
DUFFY
JOHNCHARLES
Orem, UT

I

Church should do that. The Church, no
doubt, should be perfect. The pubescent
mind is keenly tuned to every injustice it
suffers, yet is blind to any injustice it inflicts.
The Church, like a family, maintains itself
through social, spiritual, and emotionalnot intellectual-attachments. This church
heaps on its lay ministers enormous burdens
that can only be resolved in an atmosphere of
mutual trust and interdependence. No wonder they react unreasonably when they perceive this trust to be betrayed and abused. No
wonder they defer to their superiors when
caught in the crossfire of issues they hardly
have the time and resources to evaluate. They
have lives, after all. In defense of Elder
Packer, I feel compelled to entreat, along
with Shylock, "Hath not a general authority
hands, organs, dimensions, senses, affections, passions?-fed with the same food,
hurt with the same weapons, subject to the
same diseases, . . . If you prick a G.A, does he
not bleed? . . . and if you wrong a G.A, shall
he not revenge?"
Therein lies the rub. The problem is not
that our leaders are somehow not "human,"
but that they are all too human. So whom do

TEMPER TANTRUMS
W H I L E PERUSING Michael Quinn's
address, I realized I was reading an outburst
of tortured teenage angst. Beneath all the
intellectual clutter~~uinn's
mean old Church
parents just didn't understand him.
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"Sorry Melissa, my planner says you aren't duefor two more weeks."
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we pity? No one? Everyone? I think the
Church would be much better offjust patting
the "dissidents" on the head and saying,
"There, there." At the same time, people who
pick fights shouldn't be surprised if they
keep getting beat up. Doctrine and Covenants 121 observes that "unrighteousdominion" arises when even a little authority is
exercised improperly (v. 39). When Mormons don the mantle of "intellectual" and
command attention, they assume more than
a "little" of that authority, which imposes on
them certain responsibilities and denies
them the easy escape of the ivory tower.
Christian-and
community-living
is
about sacrifice; not the sacrifice for the great
cause, but of the personal ego for the common good. You mean I should turn the other
cheek? I should love my enemies? I should
agree with my adversary quickly? I should
bless those who curse me, do good to those
who hate me, pray for those who despitefully
use me? (See Matt. 5.) Yes, and Mormon
intellectuals who wish to consider themselves part of the Mormon community must
sacrifice the urge to rhetorically beat their
opponents to the ground, the urge to scream
out the latest discovered "truth" like a supermarket tabloid. Along with Paul, they should
"take care lest this liberty of [theirs] some-

how become a stumbling block to the weak." it for me with organized religion. But as I
(1 Cor. 8:9, Revised Standard Version.)
looked around, I found the variety of religAt some point, maturing teenagers figure ious traditions delightful and humbling.
out that everything their parents ever did was
As it says in the new member manual of
not designed with the specific intent of makmy church:
ing their lives miserable, that their parents
Presbyterians believe that the only reare flawed yet often valiant individuals, doquirement for membership in the
ing the best they know how, that they are
Church of Jesus Christ, which is His
neither gods nor monsters. With this realizabody, is a sincere profession of faith in
tion, the insane behavior of youth begins to
the Lord Jesus Christ as Savior and a
end. A similar breakthrough may also come
promise to serve Him in His church.
with the confession that the bishop, or stake
Thus Christians who have questions
president, or G.A. poking the thom in your
about details of Presbyterian doctrine
side is just another poor struggling schlemiel
may be fully accredited as members of
like yourself, and damning him in public
the church. To belong to Christ is to
imperils your own soul far more than his.
qualify as a member of His church.
EUGENEE. WOODBURY The emphasis of worship service and
Orem, UT Sunday school is on praising and enjoying
God and living a Christ-like life. Differences
COMMUNITY WORSHIP
in doctrinal positions are discussed openly,
and occasionally doctrines are heatedly deENJOYED Levi Peterson's "The Art of
bated. This is inevitable in a church that
Dissent among the Mormons" (SUNSTONE. studies the Bible as closely as this one does.
Feb. 1994). I count myself as a dissenting But no one intimates that the other person is
Mormon who has found "another emotional not worthy of being a member of Christ's
home." Although the church I now attend is church, or that on the basis of theological
not perfect, the faith and devotion to Christ beliefs one will be assigned to heaven or hell.
among the members and leaders took me by
Leaden and members are concerned about
surprise. I had always supposed that if I
commitment to Christ and a Christ-like life;
weren't going to be a Mormon, then that was
theology is a means, not an end.

1
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Levi Peterson has chosen to stay in the
LDS church because of the "intensity of [his]
own sense of belonging" and that he might be
an influence for liberalizing Mormonismbringing about a "change in the direction of
civilized values." Peterson likes the word liberal. But I wonder why he would not phrase
his desire to stay in Mormonism as a desire
to help establish the Kingdom of God, to
open eyes when traditions of men have
usurped the truth and love of God.
Perhaps this is merely semantic, but I do
not think that comfort and a sense of belonging, or a home-town "patriotism," is what
Christianity is about. I wish Peterson would
counsel disillusioned Mormons to find a
community where they might worship
Christ freely and work to establish his kingdom on earth. This may be done within the
LDS church or ouiside of it. If questions and
doubts and disagreements with the Church
stand in the way of worshipping in faith and
love with a community of believers, then find
another home. Christ is our Savior; the
Church is not. Let us worship and serve
Christ where we can.
REBECCA
HIRST
Knoxville, TN
Levi Peterson responds:
I am happy Rebecca Hirst has found another emotional home. I agree that faith in
Christ is fundamental to any Christian. I can't
agree, however, that establishing Christ's
kingdom on earth is as simple as having a
sincere faith in Christ. Leaving aside the
question whether one Christian tradition is
more pleasing to God than another, I will say
it is also our Christian duty to civilize ourselves and to realize the potential of the nature God has endowed us with.
The perfection of human nature is an
evolutionary process, and no Christian community can call itself perfect. So I do not
demean my particular Christian tradition
when I say there is much civilizing to be done
among the Mormons. I believe I can best
improve my own imperfections by remaining
among the people whom I love and whose
ways I understand and in many respects admire. And, of course, that is what 1 recommend for others who find themselves in
nonconformity with the official Church.
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acknowledge God's providence in our history
(even if it only suggests possibilities), (2) accounts for the socio-economic currents (and
other environmental factors) that determine
much of what happens, and (3) portrays
individual personality as being crucial in
consequential decision making.
Brueggernann correctly notes the perils
when any one of the elements is pushed too
far. And that's exactly the problem with current Mormon historiography: our professional historians rightly assert that their
methodology doesn't allow them to identify
God's providence, and the general authorities
seem to only want to tell our story from the
aspect of Go& acts independent of human
and environmental factors. I think each is

doing what they should, and we need each
gift; but the result is that neither camp honestly tells the complex Mormon story in a
way that instructs and motivates the Mormon community the way the scriptures do,
as Brueggemann has shown. And as living
Israel, we need our story told to us that
way!-a narrative that acknowledges God's
active role, but also recognizes environmental and personality factors in revelations
and all of the Saints' doings.
Who can write that story? I suspect that
it will have to be believing individuals who
are not historians, but who are intimately
informed by the work of the historians; they
must also not be shackled by the institutional
demands on general authorities to spotlight

BY, FOR, & OF

1

APPRECIATED the "Narrative Theology" excerpt from Walter Brueggemannk
Powel; Providence, and Personality: Biblical Insight into Life and Ministry (SUNSTONE,June
1994) and became excited about the possibility of a Mormon history that (1) could
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"I'm somy, Mr. Gener, but that tour of the Ancient Nephite ruins hasn't been
available sinceJohn Sorenson's book came out."
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only God's providence. Who can do that? I
nominate that Gerald Lund and Orson Scott
Card quit telling fictional stories about Mormon history or Mormon theology and start
writing honest, faith-filled accounts of our
story for us instead of the national market.
JASONROSS
West Hollywood, CA

THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
A
S A BRITISH missionary during the
time just prior to the "Baseball Baptism Era,"
I read D. Michael Quinn's powerful article
with personal as well as doctrinal interest
Dec. 1994). I suggest a criterion
(SUNSTONE,
for baptism apparently absent from the
proselyting procedures during that era and
conspicuously absent from the article:
And again, by way of commandment
to the church concerning the manner
of baptism-All those who humble
themselves before God, and desire to
be baptized, and come forth with broken hearts and contrite spirits, and

witness before the church that they
have truly repented of all their sins,
and are willing to take upon them the
name of Jesus Christ, having a determination to serve him to the end, and
truly manifest by their works that they
have received of the spirit of Christ
unto the remission of their sins, shall
be received by baptism into his
church. ( D 4 C 20:37.)
Proper attention to this instruction would
have prevented the excesses of the "Baseball
Baptism Era" and provided a stronger doctrinal basis for Quinn's analysis.
JOSEPHB.
ROMNE'Y
Rexburg ID

PROXY BY PROXY

1

WAS AMUSED by J. Frederic VomsJr.'s
"Goodworks, Inc." (SUNSTONE. June 1994).
Voros's favorite subbed-out good work is
proxy work by proxy. He is certain, however,
that "the Church obviously isn't going to be
telling people that they need to hire proxy

*Every now and then I get glimpses of something really big,
butfor the most part we see through a glass darkly."
PAGE 8
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workers for themselves." But at one time, the
Church very much supported hiring out
proxy workers. According to Garth Mangum
and Bruce Blumell's The Mormon's War on
Poverty, "Members who wanted temple ordinances performed for their ancestors could
contribute cash or goods to storehouses;
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there donations were earmarked for needy
elderly people to act as proxies in the temple
ceremonies" (142).
"GoodWorks, Inc." is bound to become a
thriving business enterprise.
JIMGRANT
Birmingham, AL

DENCE. ADDRESS LETTERS FOR PUBLICATION
TO 'READERS' FORUM" (FAX: 801/355-4043). WE
EDIT LETTERS FOR ClARITY AND TONE AND
CUTTHEM FOR SPACE, DUPLICATION, ANDVERBOSITY. LETTERS ADDRESSED TO AUTHORS
WILL BE FORWARDED UNOPENED TO THEM.^$
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A call f or a Christianfeti ninist theology t h

; spirituality

in Chrisitan c

e term for church in the New -restament--is not so healings and ex(
is promise to the poor and challenge to
muc
us as a ciihl-politicaI concept. It means the actual the ric:h. his bre
rligious Llw, and his table community
assel
e citizens l;;athering fior decidinlg their o wI spiritual.
~.
with
o
~utcasts
an
d
sinners
Inade expetrientially available God's new
-.
. .
.
. .
political attairs. since women in a patriarchal church cannot decide world, not, as we used to thmk, within us but among us. God's
their own theological-religiousaffairs and that of their own peo- presence is found in the "midst of us" (Luke 17:21). The name of
ple-women-the
ekklesia of women is as much a future hope as Jesus is Emmanuel, God with us. (Matt. 1:23) This is also the name
it is a realitv today Yet we have begun to gather as the ekklesia of of the God of Judith. The God of Jesus is divine Wisdom-Spirit
1s powers, whose: power is gentle and! whose yolke is light
wonien, as the people of God, to claim our o7w n religio~
to pi~rticipatef ully in the decision-]making process of dmrch, and
Lik:e Jesus' 01m ministry, the ministry of the:community called
to niurture eaclI other as women Christians. 1Baptism is the sacra- forth l~yJesus, t he messenlger of divine wisdola,is not aIn end in
.. . . .
.
.. . - . .
- ment that calls us into the discipleship ot equals. No special itselt. In the power ot the 5pint the disciples are sent to do what
vocation is given, no more "perfectnChristian lifestyle is possible. he dic1: to feed the hungry, heal the sick, liberate the oppressed,
and toI announce the inbreaking of God's new world and humanity
Commitment, accountability, and solidarity in the ekklesia of
women are the life-maxis of such a feminist Christian vocation. here a nd now. In everv eeneration Divine Wisdom commissions
The)7 are a central embocliment anc1 incarnation of the vision of a prophets-wom en and mcen-and rnakes the1n friends iand chil"neu7 church" i.n solidant] with the c2ppressed and the "least" of this, drenc)f God. To embrace Ithe gospel means to enter into a move.
world, the majority of wlhom are w,omen and children dependent ment, to becomee a membctr of God's; people wrho are on the road
.. .
.
on women.
tnat SIretcnes trom ~ n n s t aeatn
s
to ner return m glory. ~nnlena
It is usually assumed that spiritualityhas something to do with expresses this dynamic reality of Christian community. It is not a
the life of the "soul," prayer life and worslhip, mediliation and local c)r static term, it is not even a religious expression; it means
..All
--.
mystical union. with the "waitinen
eatherine of ~eovle.the assemblv of free citizens in a
the actual "
" for God's W I M LU '"me to ass
erstanding; town, called togt
der to decide matters affecting their own
and the religioa s experie:rice of the: divine. 11I this und~
spintuality corlcentrates above all on prayer and medlitation, on welfare.
bly of the
"spiritual" direction and Christ's incdwelling irI the soul, on ascetic
In 1the Greek Old Testarnent ekklesiia means t
.. .
.-- and re1lg;lous exerclses as the precondition tor progress on the peoplez ot lsrael betore bod." m tne New lestament e~lzlenacomes
spiritualjourney of the soul from one level to another. In a similar throul;h the agency of the Spirit to visible, tangible expressions in
fashion feminist spirituality can be occupied with meditation and and tt rough the gathering of God's people about the table, eating
incantation. s~ellsand incense. womb chant and candle eazine., toeeth
" the bread. and sharing the cup in
" ler a meal, breakine
memc~ryof Christ's passiolI and resurrection. (3ristian spirituality
feminine syml)ols for the divine a~ n dtrance inductior
undcerstanding of spiritu,ality, of re'ligious rinlals and e:
i
mean: ;eating to! ;ether, sharing togetller, drinking together, talking
foun~din all re'ligions anc1 not limit1ed to Christianity TI
.
withe ach other, receiving Ieach other;experiencling God's presence
.,,
. . 01.-Jesus ana tne move. ,.
does not capture tne specitic
new vls~on
the gospel as
tnroul;n eacn other, and, in aolng so, proc~a~ming
ment initiated by him.
God's alternative vision for everyone, especially for those who are
The gospel is not a matter of the individual soulI; it is the: poor, outcast, and battered. As long as women Christians are
..
- 5 .LA 1:s-5 .
I
communal rocl lama ti on ul
~ r l LILT-KIVLIIK
r
VUWCL UI LIIC S~irit-SO. exclucled from breaking"the bread and deciding their own s~iritual
"
",
phia. and o i Gc>d'svision of an altemative colmmunity rmd world. welfare and con~mitment,ekklesia a!j the discipleship of equals is
The experiencr:of the SF)irit's creative power releases u s from the! not re,alized and the power of the gos#pelis greatly dimink;bed. The
life clestroying powers of sin and se:ts us free Ito choose ;an altema-. true slpiritual pe rson is according to Paul the one who wa Iks in the
e
.
..
.
,.
tive lite tor ourselves ana tor eacn otner. lne local point ot early
bpmt, sne wno onngs aoout tnis new world and family of boa over
Christian self-understandingwas not a holy book or a cultic rite , and al5ainst the Iresistance rand pull of all oppressive pow(:IS of this
not mystic experience and magic invocation, but a set of relation-. world5 enslavin,g patriarckla1 structures.
ELISABETH
SCHUSSLERFIORENZA
ships: the experience of God's presence among one another andI
In Memory of Her: A Feminist Theological
through one another. To embrace the gospel Imeans to enter into a
community, the one cannot be obtained wilthout the other. The
Reconstmtion of Christi.an Values
Crossrolad Publishing Comr)any, 1992,344-46
gospel calls into being the church as the disc]iples of equals that is
..
. ..
continually recreated in the power of the Spint.
jesus ministry, his >UNSTONE welcomes suumlssiom of interesting quoranom.
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